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Fluicell is an innovative biotech company with the ambition 
to create new opportunities for life science. 

We are pioneers in single-cell biology and design discovery 
platforms based on microfluidic technology that expand the 
possibilities of cell biology and medical research.

Our commitment is to always deliver high-quality products 
that enable our customers to achieve research excellence.

THIS IS FLUICELL
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Single-cell biology reinvented
BioPen is a powerful tool for controlling the chemical microenvironment of 
everything from individual cells to tissues with high precision. The BioPen 
system is based on Fluicell’s unique technology for open volume microfluidics 
and uses recirculating flows to limit delivery to only the areas that you want to 
expose, creating a confined exposure zone.

The BioPen system lets you expose cells in their native environment to up to 
four different chemical solutions in one single experiment, with precise control 
of timing and positioning. The confined exposure zone ensures that there is no 
risk of contamination or cross-talk.

With BioPen you can study biological processes in real-time on the single-cell 
level or selectively target parts of tissues to investigate spatial effects in biology. 
BioPen is used by researchers all across the world to study everything from 
single-cell signaling and drug delivery to mechanobiology and neurobiology.

Control the What, When and Where in your single-cell experiments.

“ Using the BioPen System allows us now to precisely 
perfuse only few single cells and record their 
subsequent reactions and metabolic changes. 

In terms of cell-to-cell communication, it has always 
been impossible to expose a single cell to a stimulus 
and monitor the reaction of surrounding cells. With 
the BioPen, it might lead to new, and yet unknown, 
insights into intercellular communications within 
cellular networks.

Dr. Roland Malli
University of Graz

”
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Disposable BioPen Tips 
The BioPen tip is made from a flexible 
medical grade elastomer and can be used 
to deliver up to 4 different solutions. 

Controller*
The pressure controller contains pressure and 
vacuum sources, with precise solution switching 
achieved through the use of miniature solenoid 
valves.  External communication is possible using 
standard TTL signals.
*Multiple product variants available

Software
The BioPen Wizard software enables easy 
configuration and use of the BioPen system. 
BioPen Wizard allows independent control 
of each pressure line and solution delivery. 
It also includes a scripting module that lets 
you create custom protocols and automate 
experiments.

BioPen Holder 
The BioPen holder connects each solution 
well of the BioPen tip individually 
with the pressure controller. It has 
been designed to be compatible 
with most standard types of 
micromanipulators for easy 
positioning.

BioPen details

BioPen PRIME and FLEX
The BioPen system comes in two different versions: PRIME and FLEX. 
BioPen PRIME gives you the optimal performance when using inverted 
microscopes. BioPen FLEX is designed to provide a wide range of 
possible setup options when using upright microscopes.
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Confined exposure zones
BioPen creates a hydrodynamically 
confined exposure region that limits 
compound delivery to only the part of the 
sample that you want to study. The low 
compound consumption makes BioPen 
perfect for scarce and valuable samples.

Precise positioning
Position the BioPen tip right next to the cells you 
want to study and establish single-cell exposure 
zones. Switch solutions without the need to 
reposition the tip to study different compounds in 
one single location. With BioPen, you can target 
everything from individual cells to groups of cells 
and parts of dense cell layers.

BioPen features

Fast switching
With the user-friendly software controls, you can easily switch between four different solutions, using 
one single BioPen tip, allowing you to test multiple compound or concentration levels in one experiment. 
Changing solution is precise and fast, with switching times below 500 ms. This makes BioPen a powerful 
tool for studying fast processes that require precise timing.

OFF CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4
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Spatial tissue biology and analysis
Selectively exposing part of a tissue or cell to a specific chemical 
environment can be an effective way to understand larger-scale biological 
processes such as cell migration or tissue and organ function. An example 
of this is using BioPen to selectively deliver blood to the tip of a mosquito 
blood-sucking needle to study the neurobiology behind blood sensing.

Read more: The Taste of Blood in Mosquitoes

BioPen applications

Nanomedicine
The BioPen system is a powerful tool for delivering nanoparticles to individual cells 
to study their interaction in real-time in the cell’s native environment. The BioPen 
system lets you study these process directly on a single-cell level using very small 
amounts of expensive or scarce sample solutions. BioPen lets you study a wide 
range of processes where where the interaction between cells and nanoparticles 
plays an role, such as viral infection, nanoparticle drug delivery, exosome biology 
and endocytosis

Read more: BioPen Nanoparticle Delivery

Single-cell signaling
Measuring receptor activation is of critical importance for 
understanding cell signaling. With BioPen you can directly measure 
receptor activation kinetics on a single-cell level in the native cell 
environment, enabling acquisition of more detailed data without 
ensemble averaging.

Example: Single-Cell Analysis of CXCR4 Receptor Signaling 

Cell membrane biology and biophysics
The cell membrane plays an important role in many biological 
processes and understanding its properties and how it affects cell 
behavior is central for understanding the biology of the cell as a whole. 
BioPen lets you not only subject individual cells, vesicles and bilayer 
structures to various solutions, but also enables you to create patterned 
lipid membranes and selectively gather single lipid vesicles from a 
surface. 

Example: Cell Membrane Biophysics

https://fluicell.com/mosquito_news/
https://fluicell.com/biopen-nanoparticle-delivery/
https://fluicell.com/single-cell-analysis-of-cxcr4-receptor-signaling/
https://fluicell.com/membrane-biophysics/
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Tip specifications PRIME FLEX

Tip length 65 mm (a) 67.5 mm (a)

Tip width 10 mm (b) 10 mm (b)

No deliverable solutions 4 4

Reservoir volume 35 µL 35 µL

Tip-width 450 µm (d) 450 µm (d)

Channel specifications PRIME FLEX

Channel size 30 × 30 µm (c) 30 × 30 µm (c)

Channel-channel separation* 15 µm (e) 15 µm (e)

Channel-bottom separation* 15 µm 15 µm

Switching point distance* 350 µm (f) 1.3 mm (f)

Switching point diameter 150 µm (g) 150 µm (g)

Flow specifications PRIME FLEX

Exposure length 20-160 µm (h) 40-150 µm (h)

Exposure width 90-110 µm (i) 90-110 µm (i)

Exposure volume 0.1-1 nL 0.1-1 nL

Flow rate 7-25 nL/s 9-30 nL/s

Waste fill time 45-180 min 40-160 min

Solution run time 25-110 min (active)
880 min (passive)

22-100 min (active)
880 min (passive)

i
h

*Measured at the tip
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https://fluicell.com/
email: sales@fluicell.com

twitter: @FluicellAB
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